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Our invention relates to an improvement in a key 
chain pocket flashlight and particularly to a type having 
a two piece casing, with which movement of a portion 
of the casing lights the bulb and provides a small hood 
over the fight produced. 

It is a primary object of our invention to provide a 
flashlight which is easily operated by one hand and has 
only two parts comprising the entire casing, one portion 
of the casing acting as a switch and lighthood. 

It is a further object to provide a casing for the light 
bulb and dry cell which is easily assembled and which 
requires no screws or securing members. It is an addi 
tional feature to provide a flashlight casing composed 
of a main body portion and a cover portion which slide 
ably engages the body portion in a new and simple man 
ner, the cover portion acting also as a switch and hood : 
for the light. 
A further object resides in providing a flashlight cas 

ing made of two pieces of plastic adapted to floatingly 
support a flashlight bulb which is held in place by a coil 
spring which in turn bears against the metal casing of 

The circuit is closed to light the bulb by 
moving the dry cell toward the inner end of the bulb, 
whereby the core of the dry cell contacts the center con 
tact of the light bulb, the coil spring acting as a conduc 
tor from the metal casing of the dry cell and the outer 
rim contact of the light bulb. The cover slides on the 
casing to move the dry cell, and the plastic casing acts 
as an insulator to protect the dry cell and the bulb. 
The invention will appear more clearly from the foll 

lowing detailed description when taken in connection with 
the accompanying drawings showing by way of example 
a preferred embodiment of the inventive idea. 

in the drawings forming part of the application: 
Figure 1 is a perspective view of our key chain pocket 

flashlight. 
Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view of the same 

without the key chain. 
Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2 illustrating the 

flashlight in operative position. 
Figure 4 is a perspective view of only the main body 

portion of the flashlight. 
Figure 5 is a perspective view of the sliding switch 

cover member removed from the main body portion of 
the flashlight. 

Figure 6 is a section on the line 6-6 of Figure 4. 
Figure 7 is a section on the line 7-7 of Figure 5. 
Our key chain pocket flashlight A is composed of the 

main body portion i0 which is constructed of the longi 
tudinal side walls 11 and 12 having the bottom wall por 
tion 3 formed as a part thereof. The forward end wall 
14 is secured to the walls 11, 12 and 13 and in which is 
formed the aperture 15. The main body portion 10 may 
easily be molded of one piece plastic construction. The 
inner surface of the walls 11 and 12 are formed with the 
longitudinal grooves 16 and 17 respectively and the longi 
tudinal supporting flanges 16' and 17. 
To complete the flashlight casing we further provide 
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the sliding cover member 18 which is composed of the 
top plate 19 having the widened front end portion 20 
formed thereon, thereby producing the shoulders 21 and 
22 which engage the shoulders 23 and 24 respectively 
which are formed in the main body portion 10. The 
underside of the widened front portion 20 rests and slides : 
on the top edge 20' of the front end portion 14 and the 
side edges 21', all of which are formed as a result of the 
shoulders 23 and 24 formed in the side walls 12 and 11 respectively. 
The top plate portion 19 is formed with the right angu 

lar depending rear-end portion 25, the lower end 25 of 
which is adapted to rest on and ride on the inner surface 
of the bottom wall portion 13. The top plate portion 19 
has formed on the edges thereof the small longitudinal 
shoulders 26 and 27 which engage in the grooves 16 and 
17 respectively of the main body portion 10. The longi 
tudinal Supporting flanges 16' and 17 retain the shoulders 
26 and 27 in the slots 16 and 17 so that the shoulders 
26 and 27 cannot be forced down into the casing 10. 
We further provide the conventional bulb-lens unit 28 

which has positioned thereon the spring 29 which holds 
the Small cylindrical dry cell 30 in a rearward direction 
against the inner surface of the rear-end wall 25 when 
the cover plate member 18 is in position on the main body portion 10. 
We further provide the undercut recess portion 27 

which allows the portion 20 of the cover 18 to be bent 
up slightly in the assembly of the flashlight whereby the 
shoulders 26 and 27 may be easily engaged into the 
recesses 16 and 17. With the longitudinal ridges 26 and 
27 in place in the grooves 16 and 17 and the shoulders 
21 and 22 abutting the shoulders 23 and 24, the casing 
is thereby completed and the slideable cover member 18 
will not come off over the main body portion 10, but may 
be pushed forward against the action of the spring 29 
as particularly illustrated in Figure 3 whereby the con 
tact point 31 of the dry cell 30 comes into contact with 
the contact point 32 of the lens bulb unit 28 with the 
Spring 29 contacting the outer casing of the bulb and 
the metal casing of the dry cell 30 thereby producing a 
light through the small lens 33 of the unit 28. The 
amount of forward movement of the slideable cover mem 
ber 18 is controlled by the shoulder 29 of the bulb 28 
contacting the inner edge of the aperture15. As the slide 
able cover member 18 is moved into the position shown in 
Figure 3 the widened end portion 20 thereof extends out 
over the front end wall 14 thereby producing a partial 
hood as at 34. When pressure is released on the slide 
able member 18, the member 18 returns to the position 
shown in Figure 2 due to the action of the spring 29 and 
the fact that the shoulders 21 and 22 abut the shoulders 
23 and 24, thereby maintaining the slideable top member 
18 in the position shown in Figures 1 and 2. The depend 
ing portion 25 has formed therein the recesses 25' which 
receive the rear-end portions of the flanges 16 and 17. 
We also provide the extension lug member 35 formed 

on the end member 25 through which is formed the hole 
36 adapted to receive the key chain 37 on which keys may 
be secured. The finger engaging ribs 38 are formed on 
the forward portion of the slideable plate 18 to aid in 
moving the plate is forwardly into the position shown 
in Figure 3. 
We have thus provided a simple key chain pocket flash 

light, the casing of which has two parts that may be easily 
molded of plastic and simply snapped or slideably engaged 
together in operative position, the balance of the flashlight 
being composed of the lens bulb unit 28, the spring 29 
and the dry cell 30. 
The invention is not to be understood as restricted to 

the details set forth since these may be modified within 
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the scope-of-the-appended claims without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention. 

Having thus described the invention, what we claim as 
new and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 

1. In a pocket flashlight; a body portion having a bott 5 
tom wall, side-walls and a forward end wall, a slideable 
cover having a depending rear end portion for sliding 
engagement with the inner surface of said bottom' wall, 
longitudinal ribs formed on the side edges of said cover, 
longitudinal recesses formed on the inner surface of said 19 
side walls in which said longitudinal ribs are slidably posi 
tioned, shoulders formed on the upper edges of said side 
walls, shoulders formed on said cover for cooperation 
with said sidewall shoulders to limit the backward move 
ment of said cover, said cover having a recess formed l3 
on the undersides thereof whereby said cover may be 
deformed slightly to allow said longitudinal ribs to be 
placed in engagement with said recesses to slideably see 
cure said cover to said body portion, an opening formed 
in said forward end-wall, a lightbulb partially extending 20 
through said opening, a battery positioned in said body 
portion, and a spring interposed between said light bulb 
and said battery thereby urging said depending rear end 
portion in a rearward position. 
2. In a pocket flashlight, a body portion having a bot: 25 

tom wall, side walls, and a forward end wall, a slideable 
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cover for said body portion forming the top of said body 
portion and having a right angular depending rear end 
portion forming the rear end wall of said body portion, 
the lower edge of which slides on said bottom wall, right 
angular shoulders formed on the forward upper edges of 
said side walls, shoulders formed on the forward end 
of said slideable cover adapted to abut said side wall 
shoulders when the flashlight is not in use, a battery posi 
tioned against said depending rear end portion, said for 
ward end wall having an aperture formed therein, a bulb 
extending into said aperture, a spring interposed between 
said battery and said bulb to urge said depending rear 
end portion in a rearward position and to urge the bat 
tery out of contact with said bulb., 
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